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The conjugate equation, describing intensity of phase transformation of a substance on the moving 
boundary, is used in the Stefan problem instead of the traditionally applied boundary condition of the 
fourth type (Stefan condition). At the numerical solution of the problem on the one hand the conjugate 
equation allows to carry out the shock-capturing method without reorganization of grid areas, on the 
other hand – accurately trace the position of the moving boundary.
The estimation of adequacy of the wet ground layer freezing process mathematical modeling in the 
new statement is carried out to the real process.
Keywords: modeling, heat exchange, phase transformation, latent heat of phase transformation, moving 
boundary, Stefan boundary condition, conjugate equation, mathematical and physical models.
Решение задачи Стефана  
с использованием уравнения сопряжения  
на подвижной границе
Е.П. Хаглеев
Сибирский федеральный университет 
Россия, 660041, Красноярск, пр. Свободный, 79
В задаче Стефана вместо традиционно применяемого граничного условия четвертого рода 
(условия Стефана) используется уравнение сопряжения, описывающее интенсивность 
фазового превращения вещества на подвижной границе. При численном решении задачи 
уравнение сопряжения, с одной стороны, позволяет проводить сквозной счет без 
перестройки сеточных областей, с другой – четко отслеживать положение подвижной 
границы.
Ключевые слова: моделирование, теплообмен, фазовое превращение, скрытая теплота 
фазового превращения, подвижная граница промерзания, граничное условие IV рода, уравнение 
сопряжения, математическая и физическая модели.
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Introduction
Modeling of heat exchange processes in the heterogeneous systems, separate phases of which are 
in hard contact among them, are based on application of the boundary conditions of the fourth type (BC 
IV), which written down in the form of equality of temperature and heat flows of contacting phases 
within thermal effects [1–3]. The heat exchange problems in the heterogeneous systems used the BC 
IV is called the conjugate problems (problems). They can be divided into two classes. The first class is 
conjugation problems of the heat exchange with stationary boundaries and the second one – problems 
with the moving boundaries on the surfaces of which take place phase or chemical transformations of 
substance. The second class of the problems, so-called the Stefan problems, is considered in this work. 
Historically the Stefan condition, later called BC IV [4], was used for the first time (1889) in the Stefan 
problem about frost penetration (thawing) of wet ground with a heat outflow (source):
the second one – problems with the moving boundaries on the surfaces of which take place phase or 
chemical transformations of substance. The second class of the problems, so-called the Stefan prob-
lems, is considered in this work. Historically the Stefan condition, later called BC IV [4], was used 
for the first time (1889) in the Stefan problem about frost penetration (thawing) of wet ground with 
a heat outflow (source): 
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where tf, tth, tph is respectively temperature of frozen, thawed zones of wet ground and the phase 
transformation of water into ice, °C; λf, λth is the coefficients of heat conductivity of ground in fro-
zen and thawed zones, W / ( m · K ); n is the normal to the phases boundary; ξ is the coordinate of 
the moving boundary of the section of phases, m; τ is time, s; Qph = qph ρ W – 1 is latent heat of the 
phase transformation of wet ground, J/m3; qph, ρ, W is specific latent heat of the phase transfor-
mation, J/kg, ground density in a dry state, kg/m3, and ground weight humidity in fractions of unit.  
Further they began to refer to the Stefan problems any tasks of aggregate state changes of 
substance and the boundaries movement connected with it [2, 3, 5, 6]. In many cases they had taken 
into account the thermal emissions not only into the inter phase boundary but also in crystallization 
area with according to the phase diagram of solution or alloy. Inter alia the most part of water in 
wet fine-dispersed ground is in the bound state. This bound water has lower freezing temperature 
than free water. Therefore in the heat equation described the fine-dispersed ground freezing process 
the heat emissions of continuing processes of bounded water crystallization behind a freezing front 
they had taken into account by introducing volume distributing heat source [7–9]: 
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where Cf is volume thermal capacity of frozen ground, J/(m3·K); Wbw is not frozen bound water in 
ground behind a freezing front line in fractions of unit. The method allows to written down the Stef-
an condition on the moving boundary between frozen and thawed zones as before. 
 
1. Methods of the Stefan problems solution 
The Stefan problems are considered the most difficult in the mathematical relation in the 
heat exchange theory: the coefficients entering the equations in partial derivatives, for example (2), 
generally depend on the solution, and existence of phase transformation moving boundaries (1) 
makes them especially nonlinear. The exact solution is received only for the one-dimensional Stefan 
problem in automodel statement: freezing of the isotropic medium with the heat equations for the 
frozen and thawed zones 
 (1)
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an condition on the moving boundary between frozen and thawed zones as before. 
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heat exchange theory: the coefficients entering the equations in partial derivatives, for example (2), 
generally depend on the solution, and existence of phase transformation moving boundaries (1) 
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by the Stefan condition (1) on the moving boundary surface and the boundary conditions 
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where i = 1, 2 is respectively indexes of frozen and thawed zones for the heat equations (3); T1 ≤ 0, 
T2 ≥ 0 is respectively temperature established on the ground surface, and its initial temperature; y – 
spatial coordinate of semi-bounded homogeneous medium (ground), 0 ≤ у ≤ ∞. 
A number of the Stefan problem approximate analytical solution methods [4, 10 – 12] is 
known. However all of them have only estimated nature for the investigation of the moving dynam-
ic of the substance phase transformations front. A common disadvantage of the methods is in the 
temperature distribution laws in contacting zones to set previously and often they are wide differing 
from the valid. At last, all approximate analytical solution methods become inapplicable in the 
multifront Stefan problems case. 
Generally in practice the numerical methods apply to the Stefan problems solution. In com-
parison with the analytical methods they allow to realize mathematical models with fuller and exact 
reproduction of the heat exchange processes with substance phase transformations. For example, 
there is an opportunity to set real temperature distribution in the conjugate zones and the timing var-
iable boundary conditions, and also to consider multidimensional, multilayer and multifront prob-
lems. 
The numerical methods of heat exchange solution with substance phase transformations are 
divided into two forms: with explicit phase boundaries declaration and without declaration of its. 
The variable time stepping method and the front-fixing method are referred to the first of them. 
The iterative difference scheme establishing time interval during which a phase transfor-
mation front will move on a spatial grid exactly on one step is applied in the variable time stepping 
method [11–17]. In the opposite option the front catching is carried out in the fixed temporary grid 
point with being arranged spatial grid. The problems range, applying the variable time stepping 
method, is limited to the Stefan one-front problem at the monotonous movement of the required 
front. 
The front-fixing method idea consists in a Stefan problem transformation, formulated for ar-
eas with curved phase transformation boundaries, to a problem for rectangles form areas with 
known boundaries [11, 16–19]. Thus a fixed space-time grid would have been constructing in all 
areas corresponding to some phase on each time point. The dynamically adaptive grids methods are 
used for this purpose. It allows to increase accuracy of the numerical solution for areas with differ-
ent spatial scales. It should be noted that generation of the dynamically adaptive grids upon transi-
tion from one time step to another is rather difficult for multidimensional problems. For this pur-
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The variable time stepping method and the front-fixing method are referred to the first of them.
The iterative difference scheme establishing time interval during which a phase transformation 
front will move on a spatial grid exactly on one step is applied in the variable time stepping method 
[11–17]. In the opposite option the front catching is carried out in the fixed temporary grid point 
with being arranged spatial grid. The problems range, applying the variable time stepping method, is 
limited to the Stefan one-front problem at the monotonous movement of the required front.
The front-fixing method idea consists in a Stefan problem transformation, formulated for areas 
with curved phase transformation boundaries, to a problem for rectangles form areas with known 
boundaries [11, 16–19]. Thus a fixed space-time grid would have been constructing in all areas 
corresponding to some phase on each time point. The dynamically adaptive grids methods are used for 
this purpose. It allows to increase accuracy of the numerical solution for areas with different spatial 
scale . It should be noted that generation of the dynamically daptive grids upon transition from one 
time step to another is rather difficult for multidimensional problems. For this purpose not all known 
techniques of the dynamic grids construction can be acceptable. For example, the orthogonal grids 
construction in similar problems meets considerable calculating difficulties [19]. 
The method with explicit allocation of moving boundary developed by Y. A. Popov [23] gained 
rather wide spread occurrence. The essence of this method is concluded to the following:
1) the clearly defined phase transformations boundary is replaced to layer of freezing (thawing 
out) ground with thickness h which equal to step of numerical integration;
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2) the source (outflow) of phase transition heat 
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[19].  
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within frost penetra-
tion layer  is replaced with the temperature heat equivalent of wpht CWql ρ= ; 
3) in phase transition points temperature is maintained at level tph = const during the whole 
time while the condition )h(tdlt Δ<∫
τ
τ  is met; 
4) when )h(tdlt Δ≥∫
τ
τ  discontinuous movement of moving boundary is making on one step 
in the direction corresponding to frost penetration (thawing) process development at the moment. 
The multidimensional multifront Stefan problems solution without explicit allocation of the 
phase transformation boundaries is made by shock-capturing method [19–22] developed by Russian 
scientists A. A. Samarsky, B. M. Budak, etc. 
In mathematical modeling by the shock-capturing method of the multidimensional Stefan 
problems is based on association of the separate zones heat equations with the Stefan condition on 
phase transformations moving boundaries: 
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p is a spatial measurement; nk is the coordinate system; p,k 1= ; i = 1, 2 is a layer index; [] is the 
brackets meaning the discontinuous step of the corresponding value; D=qphρW; Φν is the ν-th front 
of phase transformation. 
The solution includes three stages: 
1) associating the heat conduction equations (4) and the Stefan conditions on moving 
boundaries with phase transformations (5) into one generalized heat equation: 
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of phase transformation. 
The solution includes three stages: 
1) associating the heat conduction equations (4) and the Stefan conditions on moving 
boundaries with phase transformations (5) into one generalized heat equation: 
h
 is ntinuous movement of moving boundary is making on one step in the 
direction corresponding to frost penetration (thawing) process development at the moment.
The multidimensional multifront Stefan problems solution without explicit allocation of the phase 
transformation b undaries is made by shock-capturing method [19–22] developed by Russian scientists 
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gained rather wide spread occurrence. The essence of this ethod is concluded to the following: 
1) the clearly defined phase transformations boundary is replaced to layer of freezing (thaw-
ing out) ground with thickness h which equal to step of numerical integration; 
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within frost penetra-
tion layer  is replaced with the temperature heat equivalent of wpht CWql ρ= ; 
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in which release (absorption) of phase transformation heat is entered into the left equation member 
in the concentrated thermal capacity form; 
2) making  explosive coefficients smoothing and "spreading" Dirac δ-function on tempera-
ture in some interval, containing phase transformation temperature; 
3) solving the generalized heat equation (6) by a finite difference method using iterative dif-
ferential schemes. 
Characteristic property of the shock-capturing method is taking into account of phase transi-
tion heat in the expression defined in the range of smoothing [-Δ, Δ]. Thus the parameter of smooth-
ing Δ should be selected in such a way that the phase transition front would get into a smoothing 
interval on each temporary step. The choice of a smoothing parameter gets special sense in tasks 
where the expression, containing phase transition heat, exceeds more than one number exponent of 
the specific heat capacity coefficient of material. 
The so-called “enthalpy statement” is applied along with the above-considered Stefan prob-
lem definition. In this case in the heat equation an unknown function is represented explosive per 
se. Enthalpy in the phase transformation point is represented in the form of the piecewise-linear 
continuous function for shock-capturing method realization. The enthalpy statement means sub-
stance thermal capacity constancy, otherwise difficulties arise at all numerical modeling stages [19]. 
Tasks of a temperature-moist mode of the hydraulic water retaining structures, which built 
in areas with severe climate, represent big complexity. In such problems, in conjunction with the 
conductive heat transfer, the convective heat transfer by filtering flows of water or air in rocks pore 
space is observed as well [9, 26–32]. 
Besides the traditional difficulties connected with the solution of the multidimensional 
multifront Stefan problems, the necessity of taking into account of water and air flows filtration 
processes is to arises furthermore. 
 
2. Conjugate equation in the Stefan problems 
In the above listed problem statements the phase transition on the moving boundaries is de-
scribed by the Stefan condition (1), representing the BC IV with heat source (outflow). 
The author of this work offered another approach to the conjugated heat exchange problems 
[33–36]. The essence of the method consisted of an identical description of heat transfer processes 
both in the conjunctive bodies and on their boundaries as well. The authors of the works [17–20] 
came to a similar conclusion by offering the shock-capturing method, having united the heat equa-
tion (4) with BC IV (5). The generalized heat equation with the effective smoothed thermal capaci-
 (6)
in which release (abs i n) of phase transformation heat is entered into th  lef  equation member in 
the conce trated thermal capacity f
2) making  explosive coeffi  oothing and «spreading» Dirac δ-function on temperature 
in some interval, contai ing phase transformation t rature;
3) solving the ralized heat equation (6) by a finite difference method using iterative 
differential schemes.
Characteristic property of the shock-capturing method is taking into account of phase transition 
heat in the expression defined in the range of smoothing [-Δ, Δ]. Thus the parameter of smoothing Δ 
should be selected in such a way that the phase transition front would get into a smoothing interval 
on each temporary step. The choice of a smoothing parameter gets special sense in tasks where the 
expression, containing phase transition heat, exceeds more than one number exponent of the specific 
heat capacity coefficient of material.
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The so-called “enthalpy statement” is applied along with the above-considered Stefan problem 
definition. In this case in the heat equation an unknown function is represented explosive per se. 
Enthalpy in the phase transformation point is represented in the form of the piecewise-linear continuous 
function for shock-capturing method realization. The enthalpy statement means substance thermal 
capacity constancy, otherwise difficulties arise at all numerical modeling stages [19].
Tasks of a temperature-moist mode of the hydraulic water retaining structures, which built in areas 
with severe climate, represent big complexity. In such problems, in conjunction with the conductive 
heat transfer, the convective heat transfer by filtering flows of water or air in rocks pore space is 
observed as well [9, 26–32].
Besides the traditional difficulties connected with the solution of the multidimensional multifront 
Stefan problems, the necessity of taking into account of water and air flows filtration processes is to 
arises furthermore.
2. Conjugate equation in the Stefan problems
In the above listed problem statements the phase transition on the moving boundaries is described 
by the Stefan condition (1), representing the BC IV with heat source (outflow).
The author of this work offered another approach to the conjugated heat exchange problems [33–
36]. The essence of the method consisted of an identical description of heat transfer processes both 
in the conjunctive bodies and on their boundaries as well. The authors of the works [17–20] came to a 
similar conclusion by offering the shock-capturing method, having united the heat equation (4) with 
BC IV (5). The generalized heat equation with the effective smoothed thermal capacity, received in 
that way, becomes suitable for a description of all computational domain. But it is possible to come 
to the conclusion about a uniform description of a heterogeneous system by a straight way, directly 
observing the nature of heat transfer processes and substance phase transformations without using of 
BC IV (1) or (5).
Actually thermo-physical properties of substances on boundaries and inside interacting bodies 
are identical by the nature and differ from each to other only quantitatively. Heat transfer mechanisms 
in these bodies and on their boundaries also occur under the same nature laws: heat conduction, 
convection and radiation. The unity of substance properties and the heat transfer mechanisms assumes 
the identical formalized description of the heat transfer processes in the energy equations form, 
irrespective of the current point location in the heterogeneous system.
In the context of the Stefan problem the conduction equation is appeared as such equation, written 
down for thawed and frozen zones. The heat transfer process on zones moving boundaries, taking into 
account substance phase transformations, is also described by the heat equation.
Let’s consider the one-dimensional frost penetration wet ground problem. Let us take that all 
humidity in ground pores stays is in free state form of water and freezes at the phase transition 
temperature of tph = 0 °С. During the ground frost penetration process a frozen zone is formed. In the 
zone all water is in solid state, and in the remaining thawed zone water is in a liquid phase (Fig. 1). The 
heat equation (3) works in the specified zones.
On the moving boundary between the thawed and frozen zones the temperature would be 
continued and the thermal flow would be broken by I type. This is the case on the right and left 
of the moving boundary or from the frozen and thawed zones the thermal flows is finite and isn’t 
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equal because the thermal flow on the moving boundary changes by discontinues way. Therefore the 
functions 
the moving boundary or from the frozen and thawed zones the thermal flows is finite and isn’t 
equal because the thermal flow on the moving boundary changes by discontinues way. Therefore 
the functio ( )
0-)(
λ τξ∂∂ ytf  and ( ) 0)(λ +τξ∂∂ ytth  has limits on the one hand and the limits are 
not equals on the other hand. On the strength of law of conservation of energy the discontinuity 
must be balanced by the appropriate quantity of heat. The quantity is water into ice (or ice into wa-
ter) phase conversion latent heat (Fig 1). 
Taking into account preceding we can write down the heat equation in the following form: 
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where Cad is the additive heat capacity per unit volume of ground on the moving boundary. 
As opposed to the said research papers [1-3] it is should be taking into consideration that on 
the moving boundary water into ice phase transformations comes to pass at the constant tempera-
ture of tph = const = 0 °С. Therefore a left side of the equation (7) turns into null and would as a 
result the truncated heat equation  
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The source member in the equation (8) represents the latent heat of phase transformations 
water into ice (ice into water), occurring on frost penetration (thawing) moving boundary. When 
crossing this boundary ground temperature continuously changes, passing through phase transfor-
mation point tth = tph = tf , and heat physical properties change discontinuously, for example λ th  ≠  
λ f  (8). 
Let's call the equation (8) as conjugation equation energy on moving boundary of the 
thawed and frozen zones or the conjugate equation. 
In case of thermal-physic properties constancy of the thawed and frozen zones the conjugate 
equation would take more simple form 
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The conjugate equation for a two-dimensional case can be written down in a form 
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Note that the conjugate equations (8)–(10), which the left part is equal to zero, doesn't be-
come stationary. Nonstationarity is shown in continuous change a water state of matter composition 
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on the other hand. On the strength of law of conservation of energy the discontinuity must be balanced 
by the appropriate quantity of heat. The quantity is water into ice (or ice into water) phase conversion 
latent heat (Fig 1).
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where Cad is the additive heat capacity per unit volume of ground on the moving boundary. 
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the moving boundary water into ice phase transformations comes to pass at the constant tempera-
ture of tph = const = 0 °С. Therefore a left side of the equation (7) turns into null and would as a 
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The source member in the equation (8) represents the latent heat of phase transformations 
water into ice (ice into water), occurring on frost penetration (thawing) moving boundary. When 
crossing this boundary ground temperature continuously changes, passing through phase transfor-
mation point tth = tph = tf , and heat physical properties change discontinuously, for example λ th  ≠  
λ f  (8). 
Let's call the equation (8) as conjugation equation energy on moving boundary of the 
thawed and frozen zones or the conjugate equation. 
In case of thermal-physic properties constancy of the thawed and frozen zones the conjugate 
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Note that the conjugate equations (8)–(10), which the left part is equal to zero, doesn't be-
come stationary. Nonstationarity is shown in continuous change a water state of matter composition 
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Note that the conjugate equations (8)–(10), which the left part is equal to zero, doesn't be-
come stationary. Nonstationarity is shown in continuous change a water state of matter composition 
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Let’s call the equation (8) as conjugation equation energy on moving boundary of the thawed and 
froz n zones or the conj gate equation.
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ty, received in that way, becomes suitable for a description of all computational domain. But it is 
possible to come to the conclusion about a uniform description of a heterogeneous system by a 
straight way, directly observing the nature of heat transfer processes and substance phase transfor-
mations without using of BC IV (1) or (5). 
Actually thermo-physical properties of substances on boundaries and inside interacting bod-
ies are identical by the nature and differ from each to other only quantitatively. Heat transfer mech-
anisms in these bodies and on their boundaries also occur under the same nature laws: heat conduc-
tion, convection and radiation. The unity of substance properties and the heat transfer mechanisms 
assumes the identical formalized description of the heat transfer processes in the energy equations 
form, irrespective of the current point location in the heterogeneous system. 
In the context of the Stefan problem the conduction equation is appeared as such equation, 
written down for thawed and frozen zones. The heat transfer process on zones moving boundaries, 
taking into account substance phase transformations, is also described by the heat equation. 
Let's consider the one-dimensional frost penetration wet ground problem. Let us take that all 
humidity in ground pores stays is in free state form of water and freezes at the phase transition tem-
perature of tph = 0 °С. During the ground frost penetration process a frozen zone is formed. In the 
zone all water is in solid state, and in the remaining thawed zone water is in a liquid phase (Fig. 1). 
The heat equation (3) works in the specified zones. 
 
Fig. 1. The wet ground frost penetration scheme: qth is heat flow density by the heat conductivity from the thawed zone 
to the moving boundary; qph is latent heat of phase transformation; qf  is heat flow density by the heat conductivity from 
the moving boundary in a frozen zone; ξ* (τ) – the frost penetration depth in wet ground at present time. 
 
On the moving boundary between the thawed and frozen zones the temperature would be 
continued and the thermal flow would be broken by I type. This is the case on the right and left of 
qth
qf
ξ*(τ)
У
0
qph
Fig. 1. The wet ground frost penetration scheme: qth is heat flow density by the heat conductivity from the thawed 
zone to the moving boundary; qph is latent heat of phase transformation; qf  is heat flow density by the heat con-
ductivity from the movi g boundary in a frozen zone; ξ* (τ) – the frost penetratio  depth in wet ground at present 
time.
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the moving boundary or from the frozen and thawed zones the thermal flows is finite and isn’t 
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must be balanced by the appropriate quantity of heat. The quantity is water into ice (or ice into wa-
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where Cad is the additive heat capacity per unit volume of ground on the moving boundary. 
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water into ice (ice into water), occurring on frost penetration (thawing) moving boundary. When 
crossing this boundary ground temperature continuously changes, passing through phase transfor-
mation point tth = tph = tf , and heat physical properties change discontinuously, for example λ th  ≠  
λ f  (8). 
Let's call the equation (8) as conjugation equation energy on moving boundary of the 
thawed and frozen zones or the conjugate equation. 
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Note that the conjugate equations (8)–(10), which the left part is equal to zero, doesn't be-
come stationary. Nonstationarity is shown in continuous change a water state of matter composition 
(9)
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where Cad is the additive heat capacity per unit volume of ground on the moving boundary. 
As opposed to the said research papers [1-3] it is should be taking into consideration that on 
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The source member in the equation (8) represents the latent heat of phase transformations 
water into ice (ice into water), occurring on frost penetration (thawing) moving boundary. When 
crossing this boundary ground temperature continuously changes, passing through phase transfor-
mation point tth = tph = tf , and heat physical properties change discontinuously, for example λ th  ≠  
λ f  (8). 
Let's call the equation (8) as conjugation equation energy on moving boundary of the 
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Note that the conjugate equations (8)–(10), which the left part is equal to zero, doesn't be-
come stationary. Nonstationarity is shown in continuous change a water state of matter composition 
(10)
Note that the ate equations (8)–(10), w ich the left part is equal to zero, doesn’t become 
station ry. Nonstationarity is shown in conti  change a water state of matter c mposition on the 
moving boundary. In case of prevailing influence from the frozen zone qth < qf (Fig. 1) the water amount 
in the moving boundary surroundings of differential small thickness dy will gradually decrease from 
its initial value W = W0 to zero. When all water turns into ice W = 0 the frost penetration boundary 
moves deep into the ground array at the differential small value dy. The phase transformations of water 
into ice W0 ≥ W ≥ 0 continuously proceed on surroundings of a new boundary location. On the contrary, 
at qth > qf  (Fig. 1) the water amount on the moving boundary would increase from 0 to W0. When all 
ice will has thawed W = W0 the phase transformations boundary moves at a value dy in the opposite 
direction, towards the ground array thawing.
It follows a wet ground freezing (thawing) moving boundary position will be defined by water 
state of matter on the boundary on each time point from the following expression:
on the moving boundary. In case of prevailing influence from the frozen zone qth < qf (Fig. 1) the 
water amount in the moving boundary surroundings of differential small thickness dy will gradual-
ly decrease from its initial value W = W0 to zero. When all water turns into ice W = 0 the frost pene-
tration boundary moves d ep into the ground array at the differential small valu  dy. The phase 
transformations of water into ce W0 ≥ W ≥ 0 contin ously proceed on surroundings of a new 
boundary location. On the contrary, at qth > qf  (Fig. 1) the water amount on the moving boundary 
would increase from 0 to W0. When all ice will ha  thawed W = W0 the phase transform tions 
boundary moves at a value dy in the opposite direction, towards the ground array thawing. 
It follows a et ground freezing (thawing) moving boundary position will be defined by wa-
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where ξ*(τ) is the moving boundary position at the current time. Thus the first expression in (11) 
corresponds to the developing transformation process of water into ice (ice into water) W0 ≥ W ≥ 0. 
The process is defined by the conjugate equation (8). The second expression in (11) corresponds to 
the moment when the phase transformations of water into ice (ice into water) came to the end, and 
the frost penetration front automatically moves further deep into ground at a value + dy. In the 
thawing case it will be – dy. 
The moving boundary motion deep into the ground will proceed until the heat flows from 
thawed and frozen zones won't be counter balanced on it: qth = qf  (Fig. 1). Thus according to the 
conjugate equation (8) or (9) dW/dτ = 0. It means that the phase transformations on moving bound-
ary can't proceed further. The depth, where the condition qth = qf  is satisfied, corresponds to the 
maximum frost penetration depth in wet ground ξ (τ) = ξ max under the set external conditions. 
Thus, heat transfer processes identical by the nature in the system "frozen zone – moving 
boundary of phase transformations – thawed zone" (Fig. 1) are modeled by the equations identical 
in essence, namely the heat equations: whether in frozen or thawed zones (3) or on boundary (8), (9). 
The Stefan problem statement, presented here, is some generalization between problem def-
initions with the phase transformation moving boundary explicit allocation [11, 13–18] and without 
it explicit allocation [19–22]. 
This is the case, on the one hand, in considered statement the phase transformation moving 
boundary is explicit being allocated in the computation domain. However in the known statements 
[11, 13 – 18] the moving boundary is presented in the form of BC IV (the Stefan condition) (1). In 
the offered statement it is presented in the truncated heat equation form or in other words the con-
jugate equation (8). The BC IV (1) represents the movement equation of the moving boundary. The
 (11)
where ξ*(τ) is the moving boundary position at the current time. Thus the first expression in (11) 
corresponds to the developing transformation process of water into ice (ice into water) W0 ≥ W ≥ 0. 
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moment when the phase transformations of water into ice (ice into water) came to the end, and the frost 
penetration front automatical y moves f r eep into ground at a value + dy. In the thawing case it 
will be – dy.
The moving boundary motion deep into the ground will proceed until the heat flows from thawed 
and frozen zones won’t be counter balanced on it: qth = qf  (Fig. 1). Thus according to the conjugate 
equation (8) or (9) dW/dτ = 0. It means that the phase transformations on moving boundary can’t 
proceed further. The depth, where the condition qth = qf  is satisfied, corresponds to the maximum frost 
penetration depth in wet ground ξ (τ) = ξ max under the set external conditions.
Thus, heat transfer processes identical by the nature in the system “frozen zone – moving boundary 
of phase transformations – thawed zone” (Fig. 1) are modeled by the equations identical in essence, 
namely the heat equations: whether in frozen or thawed zones (3) or on boundary (8), (9).
The Stefan problem statement, presented here, is some generalization between problem definitions 
with the phase transformation moving boundary explicit allocation [11, 13–18] and without it explicit 
allocation [19–22].
This is the case, on the one hand, in considered statement the phase transformation moving 
boundary is explicit being allocated in the computation domain. However in the known statements [11, 
13 – 18] the moving boundary is presented in the form of BC IV (the Stefan condition) (1). In the offered 
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statement it is presented in the truncated heat equation form or in other words the conjugate equation 
(8). The BC IV (1) represents the movement equation of the moving boundary. The development 
intensity of substance phase transformation process, for example water into ice, isn’t controlled by BC 
IV (1). All phase transformation process is “swallowed” for one time step. On the contrary to the BC IV 
the conjugate equation (8) traces this process continuously from the beginning to the end, establishes 
aggregate composition of matter on this boundary on each time point.
On the other hand, in the author’s offered statement the equations of types (3) and (8) have 
an effect in whole computational domain as well as in model without the phase transformation 
boundary explicit allocation [19 – 22]. And the BC IV (1) extrinsic by own nature don’t inclusion 
in the computational domain. The difference of this statement from known [19 – 22] consists in 
explicit allocating the phase transformation moving boundary in our case. The transformation 
process of water into ice (ice into water) proceeds on this boundary from the beginning to the end 
at a temperature of tph = 0 °С. Whereas in known statement [19 – 22] the phase transformations are 
established in temperature values range and tph = 0 °С are considered as one of ordinary temperature 
in the specified range.
3. Validity verification of the mathematical model  
with the conjugate equation  
to the real frost penetration process
Let’s consider the wet ground freezing problem with the solution knowing from practice for 
the verification of validity of the mathematical model with the conjugate equation. In particular it 
is generally known1 that the maximum depth (without snow cover) of seasonal frost penetration of 
Novosibirsk sandy ground is 2,42 m.
3.1. Problem statement
The Novosibirsk winter climatic conditions are showing on Table 12.
The sand ground thermo-physical properties are accepted as3: density ρ = 1,4 kg / m3; humidity 
W0 = 0,15; the coefficient of heat conductivity λth = 1,39 и λf = 1,62 W / (m ∙ K); heat capacity per unit 
volume Cth = 2,18 и Cf  = 1,76 J / (m3 ∙ K). Let us suppose that the ground thermo-physical properties in 
each of zones are constant values.
The depth of zero annual temperature fluctuations is taken for the ground layer effective 
depth [4]:
depth [4]: 
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where τy = 315 360 000 is year duration, s; Ao is temperature fluctuation amplitude on a ground sur-
face,°С; Aξ = 0,1 is temperature fluctuation amplitude at the depth ξ0, °С. As the first approximation 
it is possible to accept that temperature fluctuation amplitude on the ground surface compliance 
with temperature fluctuation amplitude of external air. Then according to tab. 1 fluctuation ampli-
tude is Ao = 19,0 – ( – 18,8 ) = 37,8 °С, where 19,0 °С – the average monthly temperature of July. 
That's why the zero annual temperature fluctuations depth in the Novosibirsk conditions 
( ) 011510837ln18214331536000,391ξ0 ,,,),,( =⋅⋅⋅= m. 
At this depth the ground temperature keeps at level 
0ξt  ≈ 6 °С. 
On the basis of the above-stated physical problem definition its mathematical statement can 
be presented in the form of the following system of the differential equations: 
- the heat equation for the internal points of the frozen and thawed layers of wet ground (3) 
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- the conjugate equation on the moving boundary (9) 
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- the motion equation for the moving boundary (11) 
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where W0, W is respectively initial and current ground weight humidity in fractions of unit. 
The following edge conditions are accepted for the differential equation system closure (3), (9), 
(11): 
- the initial condition 
( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,0,,0,0, 00 HyWyWyfyt ≤≤==    (12) 
where H0 = ξ 0 = 15,0 is the ground effective depth equal to the zero annual temperature fluctuations 
depth, m; 
- the boundary conditions: 
on the ground layer surface is the boundary conditions of the I type (tab. 1) 
outt),(t =τ0 ,                                                            (13) 
 
where τy = 315 360 000 is year duration, s; Ao is temperature fluctuation amplitude on a 
ground surface,°С; Aξ = 0,1 is temperature fluctuation amplitude at the depth ξ0, °С. As the first 
approxim tion it is possible to accept that t mperature fluctuation amplitude on the ground 
surface c mpliance with temperature fluctuation amplitude of external air. Then according to tab. 
1 fluctuation amplitude is Ao = 19,0 – ( – 18,8 ) = 37,8 °С, whe  19,0 °С – the average monthly 
t mperatur  of July. Tha ’s why the zero annual temperature fluctuations depth in the Novosibirsk 
conditions
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where 1+kj
k
j W,W  is ground humidity on the moving boundary respectively on the k and k +1 tem-
porary layers. 
The computation formulas for a determination of the temperature on k +1 temporary layer in 
the frozen and thawed ground zones and humidity on the moving boundary respectively will be re-
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where ki = λi Δτ / (Ci Δy2) is the coefficient in the ordinal finite difference equation, m·K/W; kph = 
=Δτ / (Δy2qph ρ) is the coefficient in the conjugate equation on the moving boundary of freezing-
thawing, m / W. 
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form:
Table 1. External air average monthly temperature tout for Novosibirsk
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
Average monthly temperature tout, °С -9,2 -16,5 -18,8 -17,3 -10,1
Month duration, day/h 30/720 31/744 31/744 28/672 31/744
Duration on a mulation, h 720 1464 2208 2880 3624
– 903 –
Evgeny P. Khagleev. The Stefan Problem Solution by the Moving Boundary Conjugate Equation
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The time step Δτ = const was choose as the minimum step of the two possible values 
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where Δτi ≤ Δy2 / 2 ai, i = 1, 2 is the stability condition for the frozen i = 1 and thawed i = 2 ground 
layers; ai = li / Ci is the thermal diffusivity coefficient of the frozen or thawed ground zones, m2 / s. 
In a general view the task algorithm looks as follows. Let’s appoint a calculation cycle with 
a step  corresponding to duration of five winter months (tab. 1). 
On each temporary step the straight-through computation is carried out in the direction from 
top to down, from the external ground surface up to the effective depth H0 (19): 
1. The temperature on the ground surface is established for the entire time period that is 
until the end of winter according to (13) (tab. 1). 
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where ∆τi ≤ ∆y2 / 2 ai, i = 1, 2 is the stability condition for the frozen i = 1 and thawed i = 2 ground 
layers; ai = li / Ci is the thermal diffusivity coefficient of the frozen or thawed ground zones, 
m2 / s.
In a general view the task algori hm looks as follows. Let’s appoint a calculation cycle with a step 
Δτ corre ponding to duration of five winter months (Table 1).
On e ch temporary step the straight-through computation is carried out in the direction from top 
to down, from the external ground surface up to the effective depth H0 (19):
1. The temperature on the ground surface is established for the entire time period that is until the 
end of winter according to (13) (Table 1).
2. The temperature for internal points of the frozen and thawed zones and humidity on the 
moving boundary is calculated by consistently solving the differential equations system for the frozen 
zone (17), for the moving boundary (18) and again (17) for the thawed zone. The specified calculations 
are carried out till the humidity on moving boundary vanish, that is 
zen zone (17), for the moving boundary (18) and again (17) for the thawed zone. The specified cal-
culations ar  carried out till the humidity on moving boundary vanish, that i 01 =+kjW . Then ac-
cording to (11) moving boundary is discontinuously moved on one step Δy to the next j+1 point 
(Fig. 2) and assigning temperature ph
k
j tt =+1  to the point. 
3. The temperature at the ground effective depth H0 is determined according to (14). 
In order to comply with the energy conservation law at performing the moving boundary 
discontinuous motion to the next point the author applied the method of temperature and humidity 
compensation comprising the following. 
Let us suppose that the moving boundary is at the depth ξ*(τ), corresponding to the j grid 
point (Fig. 2). For the k + 1 moment in surroundings of this point all water will turn into ice. Ac-
cording to the computation formula (18) two outcomes are probably: either =+1kjW 0, or 01 <+kjW . 
The first outcome corresponds to the heat outflow on the moving boundary in an adjacent 
frozen zone exceeds the heat inflow to this boundary from the thawed zone just enough to turn wa-
ter kjW , remained after temporary layer, into ice. The second outcome specifies that the excess of 
the heat outflow over its inflow was bigger, than it was required for transformation kjW  into ice. 
That is the heat outflow excess has led to the "surplus" ice in the amount 1+=Δ kjWIce . But more 
ice than the initial amount of water can not exist, that is 1+=Δ kjWIce . Therefore, the freezing con-
clusion must be established by the fact =+1kjW 0. And to comply with the energy conservation law 
the heat outflow surplus at the point carry out by decrease its temperature below tph. The defined 
temperature 1+kjt  is found from the heat-balance equation 
( )phkjfph ttCIceq −=Δ⋅ +1ρ  
and follow 
fphph
k
j CIceqtt Δ⋅−=+ ρ1 .     (20) 
Thus, in the freezing process for the j point we have =+1kjW 0, phkj tt =+1  in the first out-
come case and =+1kjW 0, fphphkj CIceqtt Δ⋅−=+ ρ1  in the second outcome case. 
It should be noted that after water into ice phase conversion completion the first outcome 
01 =+kjW  is improbable. In contrast to the exact calculation in the finite-difference approach the 
second outcome <+1kjW 0 with the necessary for temperature and humidity compensation is to be 
k
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On the presented mathematical model (3), (9), (11) and (12)–(14) of the ground frost penetration 
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temperature zero annual fl ctuations 15,0 m and developed task algorithm the author create computing 
program on the MS FPS 4.0 software.
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compliance with the value of the normative (maximum) ground frost penetration depth. So, in the 
conditions of Novosibirsk ground without snow cover freezes through on depth of 2,42 m. And the 
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stepping method and by the front-fixing method. It is received ξmax = 2,49 m on the variable time 
stepping method, and ξmax = 2,40 m on the front-fixing method (Fig. 3).
The computing experiments results make a conclusion that the Stefan problem solution method 
with the applying of the conjugate equation is not yield in calculation accuracy to known methods for 
solving the Stefan problem in its classical formulation.
The numerical Stefan problem solution in author’s statement according to item 3.3 is fulfilled by 
shock-capturing method without reorganization of the space-time grid (Δy = 0,05 m, Δτ = 1086,42 s) 
with an explicit allocation of the frost penetration moving boundary. The phase transformation of 
water into ice from initial ground humidity W0 = 0,15 to 0 occurs on this boundary at the temperature 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 3. The computing experiment results: a – ground frost penetration dynamics by three cases of Stefan problem mod-
eling; b – the same (final section) 
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of tph = 0 °С for a certain time interval (Fig. 4). Using the received phase transformation graphs we can 
establish the aggregate composition of water.
It should be noted that the stages width of the frost penetration staggered graph for the model with 
the conjugate equation (Fig. 3) is an additional indicator of the ground frost penetration dynamics. 
For example, the ground frost penetration process is more and more slowed down at the end of 
winter (Fig. 3, b and Fig. 4). So after moving the boundary on the depth ξτ = 2,30 m, occurred in the 
time point τ = 2963 h, for all water freezing in the ground elementary layer Δy = 0,05 m required 
τ1 = 3100 – 2963= 137 h (Fig. 3, b и Fig. 4). And τ2 = 3292 – 3105= 187 h is required (Fig. 3, b и Fig. 4) 
after moving the boundary on the depth ξτ = 2,35 m. That is required on 50 h more at the new frost 
penetration depth ξτ = 2,35 m, than on the previous depth ξτ = 2,30 m. And more bigger time lag is 
required for all water freezing on the depth of the moving boundary ξτ = 2,40 m. It is upwards of 85 h 
than on the moving boundary depth ξτ = 2,30 m.
Duration of water freezing also decrease with the spatial grid step Δy reduction, which is taken for 
freezing ground elementary layer on the moving boundary. In the limit case Δy→0 stages widths also 
converge to 0. As a result the frost penetration stages graph for a model with the conjugate equation 
will turn into a smooth curve, for example, into the polynomial line of the second order trend, or the 
median line connecting the step centers (Fig. 3, b). Thus, the Stefan problem solution with use of the 
conjugate equation on the moving boundary allows receiving fuller information about the ground frost 
penetration process. As the solution results is received the stepping and smoothing frost penetration 
graphs (Fig. 3) characterizing the ground frost penetration process dynamics, and the substance phase 
transformations curve on the moving boundary (Fig. 4).
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traditionally used the boundary conditions of the IV type (the Stefan condition). In the new problem 
statement the heat exchange processes for the frozen and thawed zones and for the moving boundary 
are described by the same equations – the heat equations.
2. The problem numerical solution with the conjugate equation allows explicitly assign the frost 
penetration (thawing) moving boundary location with shock-capturing method implementation without 
the space-time grid reorganization on each new step on time.
3. The conjugate equation at each new time step gives the opportunity to define not only the 
moving boundary location, but the water aggregation state on the boundary.
4. Stage width of the frost penetration step graph gives pictorial presentation of occurring process 
dynamics, and for a concrete value ξτ gives the value of freezing time of a wet ground layer on the 
moving boundary.
5. Temperature-humidity compensation, brought in the problem algorithm at the point-to-point 
motion of the boundary, allows to comply the energy conservation law at the numerical solution 
level.
6. The numerical experiment results prove the Stefan problem solution method with the conjugate 
equation appliance doesn’t yield in the calculation accuracy to known the Stefan problem solution 
methods in its classical formulation.
1 СНиП 2.02.01-83.* Основания зданий и сооружений.
2 СНиП 23-01-09. Строительная климатология.
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